
part of the evaluation process. For example, Stake explained that the

evaluator must also search for side effects and incidental gains rather

than narrowly report only Qoal achievement. Scriven stated his position

more strongly. He said that evaluation proper must include, as an equal

partner with the measuring of performance against goals, procedures for

the evaluation of the goals (p.52). That is, if the goals were not worth

achieving then it is uninteresting to see how well they are achieved.

Scriven explained that it was more important to ask How good is the course?

rather than Did the course achieve its goals? Scriven elaborated by saying

that espoused goals of the project director were often not the implicit

goals of his project. Moreover, it is not always the case that this kind

of error should be corrected in favor of the espoused goals by revising the

project or in favor of the implicit goals by revising the espoused goals

(p. 54). Finally as if a premonition, Scriven said succinctly that the

evaluator should see what the project does, and not bother with the

question of whether it had good intentions (p. 60).

Goals are considered necessary for management and planning, but

are unnecessary for evaluation, as Scriven (1972) later reported. Eval-

uation was defined as the assessment of merit. Merit was independent

of intention. For the evaluator to be aware of the espoused intentions

of the project developed a perceptual set that more often than not biased

judgments of the project's real achievements. By ignoring espoused in-

tentions (stated goals), Scriven said that the evaluator would have a

greater chance of assessing the merit of the real effects of the project.

Merit of the real effects of the project was to be assessed by a com-

parison to the demonstrated needs of the target population. This approach

was called goal-free evaluation (GFE) by Scriven because merit was

3
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INTRODUCTION1

Differing evaluation approaches have been conceptualized'by Alkin

(1969), Cronbach (1963), Hammond (1967), Provus (1971), Scriven (1967),

Stufflebeam (1971), Stake (1967, 1974), and Tyler (1950). Each considers

different variables, different roles and functions for the evaluator, and

different situations where they are applicable. However, no matter which

approach is considered, all have one linking element: a use of some

standard for comparison. That is, evaluation strategies use something

as a standard whether it is goals, judgments, norms, values, performance,

needs, efficiency, or an ideal state of being.

It was beyond the scope of this study to investigate more than one

type of evaluation standard: goals. Goals, or in more operational ter-

minology called objectives, are one standard that evaluators can use to

assess achievement. The PDK Committee (1971) referred to this use of

goals and objectives as the congruence approach to evaluation. Glass

(1969) called this approach the Tylerian Model. Stake (1974) called

it preordinate evaluation. N8 matter which label the approach falls under,

it is defined in terms of a comparison of achievement to some prespecified

goal statement(s).

Both Stake (1967) and Scriven (1967) have focused on the difficul-

ties associated with using prespecified goals as a standard to judge

achievement. Stake reported that assessing the congruence between

achievement, (or outcomes) and goals, (or intentions) was only one

lA more complete discussion can be found in John W. Evers, "A Com-

parative Analysis of Goal-Free and Goal-Based Evaluation Strategies

Through Project Director and Evaluator Ratings." Unpublished Dissertation,

Western Michigan University, 1975.
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part of the evaluation process. For example, Stake explained that the

evaluator must'also search for side effects and incidental gains rather

than narrowly report only ,goal achievement. Scriven stated his position

more strongly. He said that evaluation proper must include, as an equal

partner with the measuring of performance against goals, procedures for

the evaluation of the goals (p.52). That is, if the goals were not worth

achieving then it is uninteresting to see how well they are achieved.

Scriven explained that it was more important to ask How good is the course?

rather than Did the course achieve its goals? Scriven elaborated by saying

that espoused goals of the project director were often not the implicit

goals of his project. Moreover, it is not always the case that this kind

of error should be corrected in favor of the espoused goals by revising the

project or in favor of the implicit goals by revising the espoused goals

(p. 54). Finally as if a premonition, Scriven said succinctly that the

evaluator should see what the project does, and not bother with the

question of whether it had good intentions (p. 60).

Goals are considered necessary for management and planning, but

are unnecessary for evaluation, as Scriven (1972) later reported. Eval-

uation was defined as the assessment of merit. Merit was independent

of intention. For the evaluator to be aware of the espoused intentions

of the project developed a perceptual set that more often than not biased

judgments of the project's real achievements. By ignoring espoused in-

tentions (stated goals), Scriven said that the evaluator would have a

greater chance of assessing the merit of the real effects of the project.

Merit of the real effects of the project was to be assessed by a com-

parison to the demonstrated needs of the target population. This approach

was called goal-free evaluation (GFE) by Scriven because merit was
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determined independent (free) from the intended goals. As Scriven (1973)

later explained the basis of a goal-free approach was that of an impartial,

neutral referee. He explained that the goal-free approach does not

penalize the project staff for failing to reach overambitious goals. It

gives them credit for doing something worthwhile in getting halfway to

those goals. It does not restrict them to credit for their announced

contracts since educators often do more good in unexpected directions

than in intended ones. The GFE approach preserves their chancesin those

directions. (p. 323)

As could be expected the goal-free approach caused considerable

discussion throughout the evaluation profession. For instance, Stuffle-

beam (1972, p. 5) commented on the overall merit of the GFE approach by

saying that the strategy is potentially useful, but far from operational

and replicable. Because of its promise Stufflebeam believed that Scriven

and others should further develop, test, and report the effects of GFE

whatever they turn out to be. Concurrently Popham (1972, p. 7) reviewed

the possibilities of GFE. Although the strategy was alluringly portrayed

by Scriven, Popham reported he would,fiave to wait until GFE was tried

in real evaluation settings to see its effects.

Scriven (1974) explained that the National Science Foundation was

going to fund an experiment between two evaluation strategies to better

understand their effects. The goal-free methodology was one approach

to be used in the study. The other was as Scriven called it, goal-based

evaluation (GBE). However, this experiment did not take place because

of diffuse projects requiring large teams, much interaction between teams,

"leakage" to a goal-free team was too possible, and possible dilution of

method effects was too great. Scriven went on to say in conclusion that
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It will take only a few such experiments [betwe'et,.GFE and
GBE] (some with our trainees doing it instead of ourselves, to
better isolate some of our own individual differences) to give
us a good picture of GFE. I [Scriven] think its (GFE) value
will be demonstrated if it sometimes picks up something sig-
nificant at a cost which makes the discovery well worthwhile.
(p. 47)

The NSF "experiment" did not take place because conditions were not con-

ducive to a fair test between GEE and GBE. As Stufflebeam noted, the

goal-free approach had potential usefulness and that it should be fur-

ther developed, tested, and its effects reported. Therefore, one purpose

of the study being reported was to investigate the effects of goal-free

and goal-based evaluation methodologies through project director and

evaluator ratings of the evaluation process.

6
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OVERVIEW OF THE STUDY

In order to investigate effects of the two methodologies, natural-

istic testing conditions were used. Within an evaluation contract at the

Evaluation Center at Western Michigan University, there were several

'projects funded at twelve private, four-year colleges throughout the

Midwest. Each Project needed to be reviewed in order to assess its cur-

rent activities. Projects were diverse although centered around one

program funding area. Rather than introduce a bias by choosing specific

evaluators for a specific methodology (as was proposed in the NSF ex-

/

periment), a more equitable and rigorous test was to use several eval-

uators selected from a larger population. SinCe a fair test would neces.:

sitate competent individuals, a nationally-recognized group-of twenty-five

evaluators was asked to recommend individuals.

These individuals were sent a letter in the Spring of 1974 asking

for at least one or two recommendations given these criteria:

1. Currently practicing evaluation as either a graduate student,

or practitioner in the field.

2. Able to commit approximately six days to the task. This included

a one-day orientation and training session at the Evaluation Center.

3. Has a proven ability to operate as an independent, solo evaluatbr.

4. Writes with an insightful, unlabored style.

5. Located within a radius o approximately 600 miles from the Center

in order to reduce travel costs.

Thirty-one individuals were recommended that could me.t these cri-

teria. Individual evaluators were then selected and assigned to either

methodology in a random manner. For the sake of practicality, and at
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the same time diversity, six evaluators were chosen. Three were

assigned to each of the two evaluation methodologies,.

It should be important to note that evaluators were not told about

two groups being involved or that any comparative study of evaluation

methodologies was occurring. This subject ignorance of the overall

study taking place within a "routine consulting assignment" was maintained

until a debriefing session after all evaluation activities were com-

pleted. It was agreed during debriefing that specific names would not

be linked directly to evaluation reports, and that confidentiality would

be provided through use of composites of information.

The following table provides a composite of the, two groups:

Table 1

0
Composite Background of Evaluators by Groups

Background Variables

Group n Sex Previous Experienced .Highest Degree

Goal-Free: 3 1 Female 1 Extensive 1 Doctorate

2 Male 2 Moderate 2 Masters

0 Little

Goal-Based: 3 1 Female

2 Male

1 Extensive
1 Moderate
1 Little

2 Doctorate
1 Masters

aBackground variable of previous experience in evaluation was quali-

fied by examining subject's self-reported evaluation experiences on a

backgrodnd data sheet and scoring as follows:

"Extensive experience" was equal to subject experiences in evaluation

covering historically dated periods of time greater than three years.

8



"Moderate experience" was equal to,subject'experiences in evaluation
covering historically dated periods of at least one to three years.

"Little experience" was equal to subject experiences in evaluation
covering historically dated periods of less than one year.

It can be seen that the goal-free group had more previous evaluation

experience, however, the goal-based group had more academic expeYience

at the doctoral level. It was assumed that the groups were not different

to the degree that either was biased, or that one had a clear advantage,

over the other.

Both the goal-free and goal-based evaluators were trained in the

appropriate methodology. Procedures were developed from existing lit-

erature. Directions for reporting findings, an overview of the eval-

uator's assignment, and a narrative discussion of the, methodology was

developed into a notebook format that the evaluator could use at the

projects_ Also, a checklist approach was built into each methodology

so that some calibration across-evaluators would be possible.

Careful review was given to Scriven's (1974, p. 7-32) "Checklist for

the Evaluation of Products, Producers, and Proposals" for the purpose

of using a checklist approach to GFE. Scriven acclaimed the validity

and utility of the checklist approach. He reported that it had been

reviewed and revised for improvement. He went on to add that the check-

list approach was important and that users of the approach should accept

responsibility of its improvement. With this in mind, the "Handbook

for Traveling Observers, First Edition" was developed. In early develop-

ment of this handbook, the Product Evaluation Checklist was adapted so

that further illustration and clarification was added to its original

content. Each checkpoint was expanded into a matrix that used "description,"

9
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"evidence used," "judgment of adequacy," anerecommendations" as column

headings. Row headings were specific sub-points under each of the .

checklist's thirteen checkpoints. _Preceding the checklist, the handbook-

had narrative sections that explained the setting of the evaluation study '

and the conceptual overview of the evaluator's role.

Similarly, the gOal-based approach was developed around a checklist

so that.parallelism would exist in the overall structures implemented.

Rather than developing a new checklist approach to GBE, another version*

was adapted. In an earlier evaluation conducted by the Evaluation Center

for the National Science Foundation, Stuff\lebeam's CIPP evaluation model

had been developed into workable reporting ormat similar to the check-

list approach developed by Scriven. Minor developments were added to that

earlier version to allow similarity between the column headings usedin

the two checklists. The row headings and each checkpo at varied from

the GFE approach.

It should be noted as a slight digression that Scriven's checklist
4

approach was directly transferable to the GFE approach since this approach

used a standard of "demonstrated needs" to judge overall achievement, a

position directly related to the goal-free approach. Stufflebeam's adapte4

checklist approach was not as directly transferable to the goal-based ap-

proach. However, this particular study structured the evaluators to use

Stufflebeam's evaluation model primarily. as "preordinate" or goal-based

evaluation.

To further understand the effects of the two methodologies, infor-

mation was collected about the evaluation process itself. This process

infor.iiation was used to supplement ratings on outcomes of the

10
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methodologies so that a more comprehensive discussion ofeffects quid

be possible. Both the evaluators and the project directors were asked 1

to make a general rating of the quality of the particular evaluation

process used: The evaluator's\r4tings took place as soon as possible

after leaving the project site. Even though the ratings were general,

omitting many specific questions, it was decided that a short form could

gather useful informationlLithout invading the evaluator's professionalism

or perceived competency. The project director's process ratings took

place immediately after the evaluator had left the project, and before

the project director received'the written evaluation report. Collecting

ratings prior to reading the ^eport was done so that no biasing effect

would be introduced into the process rating from ratings of the written

report. Similar to the evaluator form of the process rating, the project

director fort was short and asked for a general assessment of the quality

of the evaluation process used on-site.
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IMPLICATIONS OF FINDINGS FOR EVALUATION THEORY AND PRACTICE

Scriven's main objection to the goal-based approach to evaluation
AL

was that awareness of intentions, and goals, caused a perceptual set that

limited' the evaluator's objectivity to look beyond initial intentions

to side effects. Evaluators in the goal-free group were kept ignorant II

of goal-laden information for as long as possible. There was evidence

that evaluators were not totally ignorant of goals throughodt the on-site

visitatiO9. At the same time, there was evidence that the goal-free -

evaluators were not totally informed of goals. It is difficult to

speculate the degree to which ignorance ofgoais was reprpsented in the

written evaluation reports. However, project directors reading the goal-

free reports did rate them higher in objectivity than did-project direc-
,

tors rating the goal-based reports. This finding supports Siven's

contention that goal-free evaluation can be a more objective approach

than goal-based evaluation.

Both groups of evaluators reported projects visited were in early

developmental stages with little activity beyond, preliminary planning

and struct,,sing. Evaluators who had been given goal-laden information

were in a position to review planning decisions and goals since that was

the most that many projects had produced at that time. Goal-free eval-

uators had been denied goal-laden information prior to on-site visitation

and had been informed through the handbook protocol and training session

to make a sincere attempt to resist discussions of goals and intentions

with the project staff. Since the goal-free group was somewhat resistant

'to goal-laden discussions and projects were early in develoPqnt ,with

12
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little or no activities beyond goal-structuring, the goal-free group

could have been limited in the potential amount of information that

was possible to review and report.

Scriven's (1973) discussion of the goal-free approach raised oues-

tions of overt client anxiety. Whereas, actual ratings in t

found project directors rated the two evaluation processes so that they

were not significantly different from each other than might be expected

by chance. Therefore, it might be suggested from this finding that if

the evaluator makes no\overt display of the goal-free differences in pro-

cedure to the client, or project director, the report could be judged

as equal in overall quility to one generated from a goal-based approach.

The goal-free process may be judged similar in quality to the goal-based

process. The writ'en evaluation report can be as cregible, and more

objective, than one produced by a goal-based approach.

Ratings on the process itself, found that goal-free evaluators were

significantly different from goal-based evaluators in self-ratings of the

quality of the evaluation process. The two evaluator groups did not

differ on ratings of rapport with the client. This might have been an-

ticipated since these were recommended individuals and one area of com-

petency should be skill in human relations. However, the goal-free group

did rate themselves lower than did the goal-based group in efficiency

oftime spent on-site, confidence to implement the goal-free approach,

and overall satisfaction with the on-site visitation.

In summary, it could be said that a type of goal-free evaluation

can be operationalized as an alternative to the preordinate approach.

In implementing a goal-free approach, it is a useful consideration to

13
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have 'n evaluator function in a mediating position between the goal-free

evaluator an .t-related information in order to_screen out goal-re-

lated information. The checklist approach to evaluation can be useful

in allowing some minimal level of structure to exist within the method-

ology. Howev forms of the checklist used in this study may be too

rigorous, or inappropriate, in question areas for a project rather early

in its activities. The overall quality of evaluation presented in a

written report may not differf highly competent individuals are

recruited as evaluators. However, closer analysis on specific criteria

can find the goal-free information as more objective than goal-based

information. Findings support that the goal-free evaluators rate their

own evaluation processes lower when using a goal-free approach. There-

fore, the goal-free evaluator may be a greater source of anxiety than

the evaluation client, or the evaluator using a preordinate evaluation

apploach. Striven (1973) has said

In evaluation, blind is beautiful. Remember that Jus-
tice herself is blind, and good medical research is double
blind. The educational evaluator is severely handicapped by
the impossibility of double blind conditions in most edu-
cational contexts. But he or she must still work very
hard at keeping out prejudicial information. You can't do
an evaluation without knowing what it is you're supposed
to evaluate--the work--the treatment--but you do not need
or want to know what its supposed to do. (p. 323).

In essence this point still has important implications for evaluation.

However, it should be qualified: Blind is beautiful in evaluation, but

%evaluator orientation and mobility can be anxiety-ridden by not having

goal statements to use as perceptual set like eyes to help poke, prod,

and sort through project achievement. There is a similarity between a

man stricken blind and an evaluator assessing achievement independent of

explicit intentions. Both are anxious until learning the necessary skills

of independence.
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